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Lucy Tsai

From: daphne.liang [daphne.liang@ccsrf.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2009 1:35 AM
To: Lucy Tsai
Cc: application.2009; celia.hsieh; leah.peng
Subject: CNet Technology Inc., FCC ID: IIOCDR-905,  Assessment NO.: AN09T8855, Notice#1--

Updated(980218)
Attachments: pic00041.gif; CDR-905_Internal Photo-FCC(980218).pdf; CDR-905_Circuit (980218).pdf; 

CDR-905_Report(15C)-part 1 (980218).pdf

 
Dear Lucy: 
 
Please see my belowing reply and find the updated files(980218). 
By the way,if no any problems,customer need to get the certificate tomorrow!!Please 
help,thank you. 
 
 
 
(Embedded image moved to file: pic00041.gif) 
‐ 
‐‐‐‐‐ 轉呈者 daphne.liang/ccsemc 於 2009/02/13 10:18 AM ‐‐‐‐‐ 
                                                                                              
                      <lucy.tsai@ccsemc                                                       
                      .com>                    收件人：  <application.2009@ccsrf.com>         
                                               副本抄送：      <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com>          
                      2009/02/13 12:34         主旨：    CNet Technology Inc., FCC ID: 
IIOCDR‐905,  Assessment NO.: AN09T8855,          
                      AM                        Notice#1                                      
                                                                                              
                                                                                              
 
 
 
 
Hi, Celia, 
 
Please address following address. 
Q#1: Please take another internal photo by removing the RF shielding. 
Ans:Please find the updated Internal Photo(980218) (See attached file: CDR‐905_Internal 
Photo‐FCC(980218).pdf) 
Q#2: According to the operational description, this is a 1x2 access point with 2 dipole 
antennas. And look into EUT internal photo and schematics, an additional printed antenna is 
supplied. Please clarify how many transmitting chains are applied in this access point. 
Ans:Have checked with client , the printed antenna with no any functions. 
 
Q#3: Per the schematics, there are 4 RF connectors and all are referring to RX0 and RX1. 
Please clarify where the 4 RF connectors are and where the transmitter chain is. 
Ans:Please find the updated Circuit(980218) (See attached file: CDR‐905_Circuit (980218).pdf) 
Q#4: Page 7 of test report indicated the channel with highest output power was in 2437MHz 
which doesn't agree with test result behind. Please correct. 
Ans:Please find the updated test report(980218)of page 7 . 
(See attached file: CDR‐905_Report(15C)‐part 1 (980218).pdf) Best Regards, 
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Lucy Tsai 
CCS 
 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of the 
original e‐mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. 
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted
Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the e‐mail 
address listed below the name of the sender. 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
This e‐mail transmission is confidential and intended solely for being reviewed by the 
recipient(s) identified above. If you are not an identified recipient, please ensure that 
this communication remains confidential and promptly return it to the sender. Please contact 
immediately by phone (Tel: 886‐2‐2299‐9720) for any problem with this transmission. Thank you 
for your attention. 
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recipient(s) identified above. If you are not an identified recipient, please ensure that 
this communication remains confidential and promptly return it to the sender. Please contact 
immediately by phone (Tel: 886‐2‐2299‐9720) for any problem with this transmission. Thank you 
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